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CR USER STATION
! The device must only be operated according to its specifications and its
intended use. Any operation not corresponding to the specifications or
intended use may result in hazards, which in turn may lead to serious injuries
or fatal accidents (for example electric shocks). AGFA positively will not
assume any liability in these cases.

! The device must only be installed and put into operation under the specified
conditions.

For more information on Agfa products and Agfa HealthCare products, please visit www.agfa.com, your
Point of Knowledge.

© Agfa-Gevaert N.V. 2004.

No parts of this document may be reproduced, copied, adapted or transmitted in any form or by any means
without the written permission of Agfa-Gevaert N.V.

Agfa-Gevaert N.V. makes no warranties or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the
accuracy, completeness or usefulness of the information contained in this document and specifically
disclaims warranties of suitability for any particular purpose. Agfa-Gevaert N.V. shall under no
circumstances be liable for any damage arising from the use or inability to use any information, apparatus,
method or process disclosed in this document.

Agfa-Gevaert N.V. reserves the right to make changes to this document without prior notice.

Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Septestraat 27, B-2640 Mortsel, Belgium.

Windows® and Windows® NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

ID Software is a trademark of Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Belgium.

Agfa and Agfa-Rhombus are trademarks of Agfa-Gevaert AG, Germany.
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Introducing the CR User Station

This chapter covers the following topics:

" Components of the CR User Station

" Positioning of the CR User Station

" Possible configurations

" Safety precautions

" Safety compliance

" Equipment for the CR Operator Console

" Switching ON the ID Tablet

" ID Software

" Inserting cassettes

Chapter 1
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CR USER STATION
Components of the CR User Station

The components of a CR User Station are:

• Console, including a power isolation transformer,
• Network Switch (*),
• UPS = Uninterruptible Power Supply (*),

• PC (*),
• Monitor arm with LCD flat screen monitor (*), mouse (*) and keyboard (*),
• Integrated ID Tablet,
• Top storage rack for up to 6 cassettes,

• Two side storage racks for up to 5 cassettes each.
• Foam tapes to be glued around the right side of the CR User Station if

connected to the CR 25.0 Digitizer in order to avoid shock transmission

! The figure below is an example. The actual outlook may vary as
technology progresses.

! (*) = not included with standard CR User Station.
(**) = if combined with a CR 25.0 Digitizer.

CR User Station: components

Monitor (*)

Keyboard (*)

ID Tablet

Mouse support Cassette storage

Cassette storage

Inside:
- Isolation transformer
- PC (*)
- Network Switch (*)
- UPS (*)

Foam tapes (**)
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CR USER STATION
Positioning of the CR User Station

The CR User Station can be used in two different ways:

• As stand-alone:

• Combined with a Digitizer:

The CR User Station can be combined with the Digitizer CR 25.0 and the
ADC Solo).
When combined with a Digitizer, the CR User Station is always
positioned at the left side. It is not attached to the Digitizer, so it can be
removed easily for service purposes.

CR User Station: stand-alone

CR User Station: with Digitizer
7
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CR USER STATION
Possible configurations

The ID Station allows you to link the patient demographic data and study
data of an exposure to the corresponding image. The ID Station can be
used in three distinct configurations:

• Dedicated Configuration:
Configuration with a server. The CR User Station and the Digitizer are
dedicated to one Server.

• Interchangeable Configuration:
Configuration with client or server PC. The CR User Station can serve a
range of Digitizers.

• Configuration with Direct ID:
Configuration with a server PC that is dedicated to one Digitizer.
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CR USER STATION
Dedicated configuration

The dedicated configuration is an All-in-one solution. Together with a PC
that acts as a server and a Digitizer (e.g. CR 25.0) an optimal workflow can
be reached. The cassette is first identified with the included ID Tablet and is
inserted in the Digitizer afterwards.

The dedicated configuration reduces the time required for the identification
of the cassette, the scanning and the view of the images because all
actions can be performed in the same room.

Digitizer

CR User Station with ID Tablet

Dedicated Configuration
9
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CR USER STATION
Interchangeable configuration

In an interchangeable configuration one or more CR User Stations can
serve a range of Digitizers.

In this configuration, a cassette can be identified with any of the
CR User Stations and can be scanned by using any of the Digitizers. The
patient demographic data and study data are entered via the
CR User Station and stored in the memory chip of the cassette. As a result
the identification data are linked to the cassette, and any Digitizer can be
used to scan the cassette.

This configuration allows the flexible use of several Digitizers and
CR User Stations, depending on the workload.

The transmission of the identification data to the cassette chip takes place
when you insert the cassette into the transmission slot of the
CR User Station’s ID Tablet. When the cassette is read in the Digitizer, the
ADC Quality System links the demographic data to the image. The study
data are used to set the image processing parameters.

Digitizer(s)

Interchangeable Configuration

CR User Station(s)
with ID Tablet
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CR USER STATION
Configuration with Direct ID

In this configuration the cassettes can be identified without using an
ID Tablet. The Digitizer is dedicated to one ID Station and the ID data is
transmitted via the network.

This configuration reduces identification time and scanning of the cassette
because both actions can be performed simultaneously.

! In this configuration you can still use the Digitizer to scan cassettes which
have been identified via the ID Tablet on a CR User Station or an
ID station.

Digitizer

ID Station without ID Tablet

Configuration with Direct ID
11
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CR USER STATION
Safety precautions

General safety instructions

• The CR User Station complies with the EN 60950 standard for Information
Technology. This means that, although it is absolutely safe, patients may
not come in direct contact with the equipment. Therefore the operator
console must be placed outside a radius of 1.5 m around the patient.

• Perform no other operations on the CR User Station than those described
in this document.

• Pay attention when working near the pedestal: the foot projects slightly and
could be tripped on. When rolling the pedestal away from its position, take
care not to pull or put any strain on power or network leads.

• When moving the CR User Station, take care that it remains stable at all
times. In particular, the following considerations should be kept in mind:
• the nature of the floor and any floor-coverings, carpets, etc.;
• any obstructions such as cables;
• any slopes to be negotiated.

• To avoid collisions and instability the monitor must be turned over the
ID Tablet when moving over longer distances, as shown below:
2313B EN 20041109Introducing the CR User Station



CR USER STATION
• Make sure that the two safety caps are mounted on top of the right side
rollers in case of a stand-alone CR User Station (this means that the
CR User Station is not connected to a CR 25.0 Digitizer), as shown below:

Safety precautions for the monitor

• The monitor must be fixed on the monitor arm with screws.
• If the monitor arm is re-positioned in a different height the lock must be

closed.

Safety instructions for cleaning the 
CR User Station

• Pull the power plug out of the CR User Station prior to cleaning the
equipment and switch off the UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) if
installed.
13
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CR USER STATION
Safety compliance

The CR User Station complies with:

• the general safety regulations EN 60950, EN 60601-1-2, and UL 60950,
• CSA C22.2 No. 60950,
• the radio interference regulations EN 55022:1997, Class B and FCC 47,

Part 15, Subchapter B, Class A.

The safety compliance is only guaranteed by using equipment supplied by
Agfa (refer to ‘Technical specifications’ on page 21). Using other equipment
will void the safety compliance.

In combination with a CR 25.0 Digitizer the isolating transformator assures
that the Digitizer still complies with EN 60601-1-1 medical, electrical
systems.

The ID Tablet complies with the following safety standards:

• UL 60950, Third Edition,
• CAN/CSA 22.2 No. 60950, Third Edition (cUL),

• EN 60950,
• TÜV in progress.

The equipment bears the CE mark and fully complies with the CE Directive
89/336/EEC and with the federal code of the United States, bearing on:

• Emission and immunity according to EN 60601-1-2, for emissions the
equipment complies with EN 55011 class A (CISPR 11).
This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment this product may
cause radio interference in which case the user may be required to take
adequate measures.

• Emissions according to 47 CFR part 15 subpart B, Class A.
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits
are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial
environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
Instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is
likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be
required to correct the interference at his own expense.

• Radio-parameters according to ETS 300330.
2313B EN 20041109Introducing the CR User Station



CR USER STATION
Equipment for the CR Operator 
Console

The CR User Station offers enough space in the two levels to insert a PC
(Server or Client), a Switch 10/100 Mbit with 8 or 16 plugs, an UPS for the
PC, and the transformer:

General instructions

The CR User Station and the equipment will be installed and configured by
an Agfa service technician.

If you use non-AGFA equipment, make sure that the dimensions and
technical specifications are compatible with the CR User Station.

All equipment of the CR User Station must be connected to the transformer
(via UPS if available).

! * = not included, must be ordered separately.

Front side Back side

PC * (Server or Client)

Fuses

ID Tablet

Monitor arm 
height 
adjustment

UPS*
15
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CR USER STATION
The Agfa service technician can remove the back grid when inserting new
equipment or connecting the cables.

The Agfa service technician can adjust the height of the monitor arm
(monitor height at center 1340 mm - 1490 mm).

PC (server or client)

On the PC, the ID Software for the ID Tablet will be installed for the
identification of the cassettes (refer to ‘ID Software’ on page 18). It can also
be used for the QS Software that is necessary for the image processing.

Network Switch

Network Switch for several network connections, e.g. the Digitizer to the
PC, printers, etc.

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)

The UPS for the PC is an "Uninterruptible Power Supply" that protects the
PC when the main power supply has crashed, and avoids the loss of
images. UPS configuration requires special software. This software will be
installed and configured by an Agfa service technician.
2313B EN 20041109Introducing the CR User Station



CR USER STATION
Switching ON the ID Tablet

The ID Tablet can be switched on by pushing the green Power ON button at
the end of the slot of the ID Tablet. This also functions as the Reset button
for the ID Tablet.

Switch ON & Reset button
17
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CR USER STATION
ID Software

The ID Software is used to insert the patient demographics and the
examination data in a study orientated manner. Afterwards this data is
written into the memory chip of the cassette.

Refer to the ADC QS-ID Viewer Software Online Help manual.
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CR USER STATION
Inserting cassettes

The cassettes will be inserted in the ID Tablet in a different way than they
are dropped into the Digitizer. The black tube side is pointed to the left. The
label is at the right-hand side, farthest from you and pointed downwards:

35x43
35x35

24x30
10x12”

18x24
8x10”

Locking mechanism
19
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CR USER STATION
Before inserting the identified cassettes in the Digitizer, they must be turned
90° so that the locking mechanism is at the bottom. The black tube side is
still pointed to the left:

Some cassettes will be inserted in the ID Tablet in the same manner as they
are dropped into the Digitizer:

35x43
35x35

24x30
10x12”

18x24
8x10”

Locking mechanism

24x30
mammo

18x24
mammo

15x30

Locking mechanism
2313B EN 20041109Introducing the CR User Station
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CR USER STATION
Technical Specifications (for the 
CR User Station and included 
equipment)

Technical specifications of the CR User Station

Maintenance The ID Station has no user-serviceable parts.

Disposal

When its service life is over, do not dispose of the 
CR User Station without considering local waste 
disposal regulations. Please consult your local sales 
organization.

Dimensions

Height 1010 mm

Height with monitor arm 
and 19” monitor max.

1710 mm

Width without cassette rack 320 mm

Depth 650 mm

Footprint
• 540 mm x 650 mm (docked to CR 25.0 Digitizer)

• 640 mm x 650 mm (stand-alone version)

Weight
• 53 kg (empty) 

• ca 100 kg (fully equipped)

Operating conditions

Temperature 10°C-30°C

Temperature change 0.5°C / min.

Humidity 15% RH to 80% RH

Technical specifications of the Transformer

Power input (switchable) 100 V / 120 V / 230 V / 240 V, 50-60 Hz, earthed 

Power output 230V AC

Dimensions 220 mm x 170 mm x 200 mm (H x W x D)
2313B EN 20041109Technical specifications



CR USER STATION
Mains fuse protection:

Primary

100 V; 6,3 A slow blow

120 V; 5,0 A slow blow

230 - 240 V; 2,5 A slow blow

Secondary 230 V; 2,0 A slow blow

Technical specifications of the ID Tablet

Working voltage for the wall 
power supply

100 - 240 V AC; 5 V DC

Frequency 50-60 Hz

Classification Class III

The ID Tablet is provided with 1 power input 5 V DC and 1 RS232 input.

The equipment is suited for continuous operation.
23
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CR USER STATION
Technical Specifications (for the other 
equipment*)

All Equipment must be connected to the isolating transformer, which means
that they must support a Power supply of 230 V AC.

Technical specifications of the PC

Type (recommended) Dell WS 650 ADC QS PC

Dimensions max. 520 mm x 228 mm x 510 mm (H x W x D)

Technical specifications of the UPS (buffers PC, Switch and monitor)

Type (recommended) Powerware 5115, 750i

Dimensions max. 185 mm x 150 mm x 333 mm (H x W x D)

Power rating 500 -1400 VA

Voltage output 220 - 240 V AC

Technical specifications of the Switch

Type (recommended)
Dell Powerconnect 2616

10/100 Mbit auto sense; 8 or 16 plugs

Dimensions max. 44 mm x 266 mm x 162 mm (H x W x D)

Technical specifications of the Monitor

Type (recommended) NEC LCD1880SX

Dimensions max. 315 mm x 390 mm x 65 mm (H x W x D)

! * = not included, can be ordered separately by Agfa-Gevaert N.V.
2313B EN 20041109Technical specifications
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CR USER STATION
Remarks for HF-emission and 
immunity

This device is intended for operation in the electromagnetic
environment given below. The user of the device should ensure
that it is used in such an environment.

This device was tested for a normal hospital environment as described
above. Nevertheless the HF-emission and immunity can be influenced by
connected data cables depending on length and the manner of installation.

Transmission 
Measurements

Agreement
Electromagnetic Environment 

Guidelines

High frequency transmissions in 
accordance with CISPR 11

Group 1

The device uses high frequency energy 
exclusively for its internal functions. For 
this reason, its high frequency transmission 
is very low and it is improbable that 
neighboring electronic equipment will be 
disrupted. 

High frequency transmissions in 
accordance with CISPR 11

Class B
The device is intended for use in all 
buildings, including living areas and areas 
directly connected to a public supply 
network that also supplies buildings that 
are used for domestic purposes.

Excess oscillations in accordance 
with IEC 61000-3-2

Class A

Voltage fluctuations /
flickering in accordance with 
IEC 61000-3-3

Fulfilled
2313B EN 20041109Remarks for HF-emission and immunity



CR USER STATION
This device is intended for operation in the electromagnetic 
environment given below. The user of the device should ensure 
that it is used in such an environment.

 Resistance to 
Jamming Test

IEC 60601 
Test Level

Level of 
Agreement

Electromagnetic Environ-
ment Guidelines

Discharge of static 
electricity in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-2

+ 6 kV contact 
discharge
+ 8 kV air discharge

+ 6 kV contact 
discharge
+ 8 kV air discharge

Floors should consist of wood, 
concrete or ceramic tiles. The 
relative humidity must be at 
least 30%, if the floor is made of 
synthetic material.

Fast transient 
electrical 
disturbance 
variables / bursts in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-4

+ 2 kV for network 
leads
+ 1 kV for entry and 
outlet leads

+ 2 kV for network 
leads
+ 1 kV for entry and 
outlet leads

The quality of the voltage 
supplied should correspond to a 
typical commercial or clinical 
environment.

Impulse voltages 
(surges) in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-5

+ 1 kV push-pull 
voltage
+ 2 kV common 
mode voltage

+ 1 kV push-pull 
voltage
+ 2 kV common 
mode voltage

The quality of the voltage 
supplied should correspond to 
that of a typical commercial or 
clinical environment.

Voltage 
breakthroughs, 
short term 
interruptions and 
variations in the 
voltage supplied in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-11

• < 5% Ur (> 95% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for ½ period

• 40% Ur (> 60% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for 5 periods

• 70% Ur (30% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for 25 periods

• < 5% Ur (95% 
breakthrough of 
Ur) for 5 s

• < 5% Ur (> 95% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for ½ period

• 40% Ur (> 60% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for 5 periods

• 70% Ur (30% 

breakthrough of 
Ur) for 25 periods

• < 5% Ur (95% 
breakthrough of 
Ur) for 5 s

The quality of the voltage supply 
should correspond to that of a 
typical commercial or clinical 
environment.
If the user wants the device to 
work continuously, even when 
the energy supply is interrupted, 
it is recommended to use an 
energy supply free of 
interruptions or a battery.

Magnetic field at 
the supply 
frequency (50/60 
Hz) in accordance 
with IEC 61000-4-8

3 A/m 3 A/m

Magnetic field at the network 
frequency should correspond to 
the typical values as they are in 
a commercial and clinical 
environment.

• REMARK : Ur is the alternating current in the network before the application of the test level.
27
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CR USER STATION
This device is intended for operation in the electromagnetic 
environment given below. The user of the device should ensure 
that it is used in such an environment.

Tests of Resistance 
to Disruption

IEC 60601 
Test Level

Level of 
Agreement 

Electromagnetic Environment

Use portable and mobile radio 
sets at a safe distance from the 
device (including the leads) not 
closer than the recommended 
protective distance, which is 
calculated according to the 
equation suitable for the 
transmission frequency.
Recommended protective 
distance:

Conducted high 
frequency disturbance 
variables in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-6

3 Veff

150 kHz 
to 80 MHz

3 Veff d = 1.2  

Radiated high 
frequency disturbance 
variables in 
accordance with 
IEC 61000-4-3

3 V/m
80 MHz 
to 2.5 GHz

3 V/m d = 1.2  80 MHz to 800 MHz

d = 2.3  800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

With P as the rated power of the 
transmitter in watts (W) in 
accordance with the manufacturer 
information on the transmitter and 
d as the recommended protective 
distance in metres (m).
The field strength of stationary 
radio transmitters is lower than the 

level of the agreementa at all 
frequencies in accordance with an 

on-site investigationb.
Disruptions are possible near 
devices that carry the following 
symbol:

P

P

P
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CR USER STATION
• REMARK 1: The higher value will apply at 80 MHz and 800 MHz.
• REMARK 2: These Guidelines may not apply to all situations. The dispersion of

electromagnetic waves is influenced by absorption and reflections from buildings,
objects and people.

a. The field strength of stationary transmitters, such as base stations of radio telephones, mobile
broadcasts for rural areas, amateur stations, and AM and FM radio transmitters, cannot be
precisely predetermined theoretically. An investigation of the location is recommended, to
ascertain the electromagnetic environment as a result of stationary high frequency transmitters.
If the field strength of the device exceeds the level of agreement given above, the device must
be observed with regard to its normal operation at each place of use. In case of unusual
performance characteristics, it can be necessary to take additional measures, such as the re-
orientation of the device, for example.

b. The field strength will be lower than 3 V/m above the frequency range from 150 kHz to 80 MHz.
29
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CR USER STATION
This device is intended for operation in an electromagnetic
environment in which the radiated high frequency disturbance
variables are monitored. The user of the device can help to
prevent electromagnetic disruptions by maintaining the
minimum distances between portable and mobile high frequency
communication equipment (transmitters) and the device as
recommended below, in accordance with the maximum output
power of the communications equipment. 

Recommended Protective Distances between Portable and Mobile
High Frequency Communication Equipment and the Device

Rated Power of 
the Transmitter

W

Protective Distance in accordance with Transmission Frequency

m

150 kHz to 80 MHz

d = 1.2 

80 MHz to 800 MHz

d = 1.2 

800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

d = 2.3 

0.01 0.12 0.12 0.23

0.1 0.38 0.38 0.73

1 1.2 1.2 2.3

10 3.8 3.8 7.3

100 12 12 23

The distance can be determined through the equation for each respective column.
P is the rated power of the transmitter in watts (W) according to the manufacturer information on 
the transmitter, only for transmitters where the rated power is not mentioned in the above table.
• REMARK 1 : An additional factor of 10/3 has been used to calculate the recommended 

protective distance of transmitters in the frequency range from 80 MHz to 2.5 GHz, to reduce 
the probability that mobile portable communication equipment unintentionally brought into the 
area of the patients will lead to a disruption.

• REMARK 2 : These Guidelines may not be relevant in all situations. The dispersion of 
electromagnetic waves is influenced by absorption and reflections from buildings, objects and 
people.

P P P
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